
CMR Institute is a not-for-profit educational institute whose 
mission is to advance knowledge to enhance healthcare.



Today’s human resource and learning leaders have access to libraries of learning 
content for their organizations and are using them in a variety of ways to support 
talent development. Effective leaders have learned a thing or two about 
subscription-based learning libraries that ensure the effectiveness of learning an 
deficient use of their dollars. Read ahead for a summary of lessons learned that 
ensure learning effectiveness and efficient use of their budget.

Looking for a cost-effective, relevant, and always up-to-date 
content catalog, targeted to pharmaceutical industry learners?

https://www.cmrinstitute.org/training-catalog/


HR leaders understand that simply releasing a large library of learning 
materials to a diverse group of learners is not enough to ensure 
engagement and use. 

But who knows the library well enough to curate the content and create 
learning pathways that meet the learning gaps, outcomes, or competency 
improvements needed, perhaps even by department or business unit? 
Without this extra step, a large library is likely to be less utilized. And at 
CMR, content curation is part of the subscription price! We’re here to 
help.

To maximize usage and effectiveness of 
the resources for employees’ specific 
needs, the library must be flexible and 
learning pathways must be identified 
and organized.



CMR Institute’s group of learning experts reviews your needs with your 
team members and curates the library and learning pathways that you  
need. CMR works with our customers to ensure they have what they 
need, when and where they need it to make maximum impact and 
ensure cost-effectiveness. CMR’s client management team members 
stay close to our customers to understand new goals, needs or change in 
direction and objectives, and to ensure that usage and content are 
reviewed, discussed, and updated as needed.

As we emerge from a challenging year, many HR and learning professionals 
are looking to support reskilling, building new competencies, and 
supporting deeper career and talent development discussions. A flexible 
content library from CMR Institute will support those needs. 

CMR’s experts can design specific and highly relevant content libraries and 
learning pathways that support the unique needs of employees from all 
areas of the organization. 

https://www.cmrinstitute.org/learning-pathways/
https://www.cmrinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Pathway_Selling-in-Todays-Virtual-World.png
https://www.cmrinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Pathway_Focus-on-Patients-Value-Based-Selling.png


Employees will not engage with learning that is not relevant to their 
environment, their day-to-day work, or the position that they want to hold 
in the near future. Time is too short to watch an hour-long video on HIPAA 
from the perspective of a lab tech if you are salesperson interacting with 
clinicians, practice offices, or hospitals. 

Libraries containing thousands of titles are not effective when only a 
small percentage meet the specific needs of your employees. HR leaders 
in pharma require more targeted libraries that support: 



CMR Institute’s flexible catalog of over 400 eLearning resources are 
written by healthcare experts specifically for the pharmaceutical industry 
and are developed by experts in adult learning design. We ensure our 
content is relevant to various roles throughout the industry and contains 
real world application. These same subject matter experts also keep our 
content up to date and ensure new topics are introduced as the 
environment changes. 

Leadership and management content is available from many well-known 
organizations but none of them are targeted to the pharmaceutical 
industry. Examples, case studies and application resources within or 
accompanying the CMR Institute’s leadership and management resources 
all focus on specific elements of this industry. The content is focused, 
relevant and ready for the industry you support. 

of learners attribute their 
ability to establish credible 
relationships with customers 
to CMR coursework

https://www.cmrinstitute.org/category/new-content/


Years ago, many HR leaders believed building all learning content internally 
was the most cost-efficient method for their vast development needs. In 
recent years, successful leaders have recognized that quality, industry-
specific learning materials created by industry experts are available for 
non-company specific training. Using external, targeted libraries allow their 
internal resources – people, technologies, and time – to concentrate on 
perfecting company specific training resources.

CMR Institute’s clients rely on CMR for their learning needs, freeing up 
valuable time and resources. They find that CMR’s relevant library is 
effective and cost-efficient, saving them thousands of dollars a year.

https://www.cmrinstitute.org/hosting/content/755p-9965-df84-er51/Buy-or-Build/story_html5.html


CMR Institute listens to industry experts and our clients to create new 
content that fits immediate and future needs. In 2020/2021, we added 
30 eLearning resources to address the new learning environment 
created by the COVID-19 pandemic.

The following pathways feature content developed quickly to meet industry 
needs. 

Learning resources 
added last year

https://www.cmrinstitute.org/learning-pathways/
https://www.cmrinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Pathway_Selling-with-Empathy.png
https://www.cmrinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Pathway_Oncology-Business-Acumen.png


All leaders, especially in the HR and learning space, understand how costly 
it is to create content. But in this ever-changing industry of ours, we don’t 
often calculate the costs of keeping that same content up to date (or the 
opportunity cost of not). Frequently, companies may not have the resources 
to keep their extensive training libraries current or the rigorous update 
protocols in place to ensure their teams have access to the most up to date 
and accurate information. 

CMR not only continually revises our content but we also listen to industry 
experts and our clients to create new content as needs arise. We keep our 
clients informed of revisions and new content so that programs, pathways, 
and libraries always contain the most relevant and up to date content. 



CMR Institute commits to its clients that all industry-driven updates will 
be made within 5 days! And since we host through the Cloud, we’re able to 
publish those updates seamlessly so that our clients’ technology resources 
are not expected to support downloads, uploads, and testing and your 
learners always have access to updated information.

With the reimbursement landscape changing rapidly, various roles within 
a pharmaceutical organization might need training on today’s complex 
reimbursement models and what that means to THEIR customers as well 
as implications for their products and services. Check out two widely used 
pathways that provide always up to date and relevant baseline knowledge.

Industry updates 
are made within

https://www.cmrinstitute.org/learning-pathways/
https://www.cmrinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Pathway_Pricing-in-Todays-Marketplace.png
https://www.cmrinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Pathway_Understanding-Reimbursement-and-Payers.png


As successful HR leaders audit their vendor roles, it has become obvious 
that “more” vendors providing resources for their teams does not always 
mean “better”. Many times, vendors working on one project are providing 
resources that resemble if not replicate the same resources being 
developed by another vendor for another project. How many learning 
resources does one company need on reading a clinical reprint?

And if HR leaders need some customization for a group or a project, 
they ensure that the same provider can accommodate that request. 



CMR Institute, as a not-for-profit eLearning provider to the life sciences 
industry, provides non-biased, non-branded eLearning content to many 
pharmaceutical companies. We boast extremely high client and learner 
feedback metrics.

Our library is customizable for our clients and our 
account management team ensures the client’s 
training team can focus on their strategic work.

CMR has a customer 
retention rate of

of CMR learners 
recommend our learning 
resources to their 
colleagues



Our library is for the pharmaceutical industry, by the 
healthcare industry. We know what’s relevant, what’s 
necessary, and how to ensure learning becomes action.

Our learning experts, our subject-matter-experts, and our 
account management teams work with our clients to curate 
and customize the library and learning pathways that make 
sense, make an impact, and provide real results for our clients.

Our learning experts and our subject-matter-experts keep our 
content up to date on a rigorous schedule. We educate our 
partners on the importance of these updates and help them 
communicate those changes to their learners.

Our extensive eLearning library helps free up valuable 
resources so Talent Development and Learning departments 
to focus on strategic endeavors. 

Our design and development team creates impactful 
elearning and microlearning resources that your 
employees will appreciate. Our net promoter score 
from our learners is +99% for effective learning.
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As a Human Resources leader, you are in a unique position to provide your
employees with relevant and engaging microlearning resources, targeted to
their specific roles/goals and grounded in the pharmaceutical industry.

At CMR, we’re here to help you prepare your teams so they can excel and
reach their goals, even in a rapidly changing environment. We can enhance
your existing training with our dynamic library of customizable and relevant
learning content that’s always up-to-date. Whatever your need, we will work
with you and your team to curate a custom learning library and
comprehensive pathways to maximize impact and ensure cost-effectiveness.

http://www.cmrinstitute.org/
mailto:solutions@CMRinstitute.org

